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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climbs

You repeat this until you've covered the entire range of possible climb airspeeds. If your airplane had a smoke system, the repeated climbs and descents. 
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Stick & Rudder



Test Pilot



Sawtooth Climbs



IN FEBRUARY WE EXPLORED a particular airspeed, and your airplane's V-n diathen you immediately degram, which depicts the scend and repeat the climb relationship between airStepping up to vertical performance through the same altitude speed and load factor. We block at a different airspeed. showed how maneuvering You repeat this until you've ED KOLANO speed (V A ) depends on covered the entire range of your plane's weight and possible climb airspeeds. If configuration, and how rolling maThe sawtooth climb technique your airplane had a smoke system, neuvers near your airplane's limit gives the same results, but the flight the repeated climbs and descents load factor can be risky, even at VA. test technique and data reduction would scribe a sawtooth pattern in Our discussion culminated by dis- are different. Sawtooth climbs re- the sky, hence the technique's name. pelling a few myths about maneu- quire you to time how long it takes One advantage to the sawtooth vering speed. to climb through an altitude block at climb technique is that you're flying This month we begin our look at through the "same air" as you map climb performance. We addressed the range of climb airspeeds. Because this topic in the September through each run occurs immediately after November 2000 issues, but this time the previous run, atmospheric conwe'll take a different route to achieve ditions like temperature, wind, visithe same results. bility, and calm air shouldn't change In 2000 we used the modified throughout your test. check-climb flight test technique to Another advantage is that you determine your airplane's climb percan gather test data on days when formance. That method calls for a the weather is less than perfect. If series of climbs from the lowest safe there's a 5,000-foot overcast, you altitude to the upper altitude you could still gather good climb test data below the ceiling. You couldn't wanted your performance charts to cover. During each climb you measdo this using the modified checkure climb performance by timing climb technique because it requires a how long it takes to fly through sevFigure 1 continuous climb to your airplane's eral altitude maximum test PA± Time OAT Remarks PA2 V0 blocks, and you fly altitude. each climb at a difTo get the ferent airspeed. most accurate You combine the climb performdata to produce ance data you plots that depict need to peryour airplane's form sawtooth climbs through best climb rate and several altitude its airspeed (V Y ), steepest climb anblocks, with acgle and its airspeed curacy increas(V x ), and the ing with the climb performnumber of different altitude ance you could exV0 Observed airspeed Time Elapsed time through block blocks. If you pect when you fly PA-L Bottom of pressure altitude block OAT Outside air temp at block don't plan to any other climb PA2 Top of pressure altitude block midpoint airspeed. fly above



One advantage to the sawtooth climb technique is that you're flying through the "same air" as you map the range of climb airspeeds.
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10,000 feet, you might choose blocks centered around 2,000, 5,000, 8,000, and 11,000 feet. Which blocks you choose isn't important because your final climb performance information will be depicted as plots that will show your plane's climb performance at any altitude—even between the test blocks. Determining your airplane's Vx and VY airspeeds is one of the test's primary chores, and this means you should fly a bunch of different airspeeds that are slower than Vx and faster than VY, and the more different airspeeds you fly—the more accurate your plots. For safety, your slowest speed should be sufficiently faster than stall speed and provide the controllability needed to maintain a precise airspeed. Your fastest speed should be only as fast as you intend to fly while climbing. When deciding on your test airspeeds, remember to include your intended cruise-climb speed, the speed you'll fly to change from one cruise altitude to another. Sawtooth lest Procedure Load the airplane (weight and center of gravity) in the way you'll typically fly it. This may be maximum gross weight, half fuel with just you aboard, or whatever loading you find useful. Record this information. Take off and, when ready to begin the test, set the altimeter to 29.92, so you can use the altimeter to record the pressure altitude during the test, which you'll use with the outside air temperature (OAT) to compute the density altitude. To make them usable anytime the finished climb charts are based on density altitude, which you can easily find. Not using density altitude means your charts are only good on days that match the test day barometric pressure and temperature. Fly a couple of hundred feet below the bottom of the test altitude block. Use good judgment here; your lowest block should be at least 1,000 Sport Aviation
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feet above reasonably flat and obstruction-free terrain. You don't need to start your tests by flying the sawtooth climbs in your lowest altitude block. For safety reasons it's smarter to start with a higher block. Save the lower altitude tests for later, when you'll feel more comfortable with the test technique. In level flight a couple of hundred



feet below your altitude block establish your test climb airspeed. For your first test choose an airspeed close to the predicted VY airspeed. Eventually you'll fly a range of airspeeds, but prudent test pilots start in the middle of the flight envelope—the climb speed envelope in this case. After you've stabilized your airplane in this level-flight condi-
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climbs 

neuvers near your airplane's limit load factor can ... the repeated climbs and descents ... and VY airspeeds is one of the test's primary chores, and this means you ..... You'll know whether you ... In reality you can ignore this in most homebuilts.
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climb Data Reduction 

How well does your simulator teach IFR procedures? ... www.asa2fly.com to download a FREE Demo and test-fly this exciting technology! .... aircraft, like LANCAIR, GLASAIR, CIRRUS, EXPRESS, QUESTAIR, VAN'S, VELOCITY, etc. ... World Aerobatic Champions
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climb Data Reduction - Size 

kneeboard cards during the flight and transcribed the ... work with than a bunch of test cards and separate ..... mum climb angle and the airspeed at which it ...
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Test Pilot: Climb Test Procedures 

cards brimming with numbers, it's time to transform them ... FPA Flight path angle. Figure 1 block is simply ... A persoiiali/ed membership card and EAA decals;.
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Test Pilot: Cockpit Evaluation 

... forces or an overly sensitive feel, which means small. 102 JUNE 2000 .... As you perform all these sug- gested evaluations individually, remember that this is ...
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Test Pilot: Finding Vx 

why we discarded it. This month "Test Pilot" will use the same raw data to determine the. RV-6A's maximum climb angle and the associated airspeedâ€”Vx. Figure ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

... below 10,000 feet pressure altitude up to 200 knots. 102 MARCH 2001 ..... Send your comments and sug- gestions to Test Pilot, EAA Publica- tions, P.O. Box ...
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Test Pilot. Climb. Performance. The best rate depends on power, and ... Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713. ... Contact us for more details, including prices, at.
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Test Pilot: Grading Glide 

O.O. Aircraft Company. Ohio offers ... Download our brochure at: www.rayallencompany.com. For more .... 2-Blade to 6-Blade designs available up to 2000 hp.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Repeat the test using different air- speeds. From the data you gather, you can determine which airspeed produces the best climb rate and what that rate is for ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of air- speeds your plane is capa- ble of flying, and you can create a table or plot of cal- ibrated versus observed air- speed.
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Test Pilot: Stability & Friction 

Repeat this until you map the airspeeds faster than the trim speed. Remember, you're not expanding your airplane's flight envelope dur- ing this test. Do not ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

2. P. Vc = 0.369 x VG x. OAT + 273.15. 2026.12. Vc = 0.369 x 121.78 x. = 120.21 ... aircraft, like LANCAIR, GLASAIR, CIRRUS, EXPRESS, QUESTAIR, VAN's, VELOCITY, etc. 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- ... but you find yourself stabilized at 126 knots as you ap-.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Test Pilot. JANUARY'S "Ttsi PILOT" uis- cussed an airplane's vari- ... which is what we pilots read on the ..... data you call out over the intercom. A second crew ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of airspeeds your plane is ca- pable of flying, and you can create a table or plot of calibrated versus ob- served airspeed.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

The sine of one angle of a right triangle is the ratio of the ... airplane's maximum climb angle depends on its Thrust, Drag, and ..... Major credit cards accepted.
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Test Pilot: Freeplay & Centering 

This position is the forward end of the freeplay band. The freeplay band is the difference between the aft and forward ends. 6. Repeat the test for left, then right ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

Service Center: MT-Propeller USA, Inc. 1180 Airport Terminal Drive. De Land, FL 32724. Tel: (386) 736-7762, Fax: (386) 736-7696 e-mail: [email protected].
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

pletely accurate. FAA airworthiness ... To do its job accurately, the static port must be ... efficient engine operation; giving you maximum time in the air. And ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

manometer, which applies air pres- sure to the airspeed indicator. The applied pressures correspond to ap- propriate airspeed readings, and the technician ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

static port. Because your airspeed indicator compares the pressure from the pitot .... If all these different airspeed cor- rections sound intimidating, take heart.
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

Jun 1, 2003 - 10,000 feet and more than 470 mph at 20,000 feet. Of course, if the quoted airspeed for this pressurized airplane is true airspeed at a pressure.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

accurate time hack by noting when your shadow passes the .... airplane's first test flight. Preview the course ... Give yourself plenty of room to turn around for the ...
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Test Pilot: Maneuvering Diagram 

structure, giving it an ultimate load factor of 5.7g. ... This is the ultimate load fac- tor line. ... plane at 1 1 7 knots or less ensures that it will .... loading to the left of the original stall line .... through Cirrus For DynCorp DUATS Windows
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